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ABSTRACT 

Transfusiology is a discipline that originated thanks to the creativity of physicians and 

development of medical sciences. In the nineteenth century, despite the justified scientific assumptions 

for blood loss treatment with means of its filling, some transfusions have ended up with success and 

other ones led to deaths of patients without any explicit reason. In order to make a transfusion method 

complete and develop it to the contemporary level, blood groups and skills preventing coagulation had 

to be discovered. Transfusion apparatus created in the nineteenth century are the evident proof for 

scientific researches and creativity of physicians. First transfusion apparatus  (Karl von Graefe, 

Ludwik Bierkowski, James Blundell) will be presented in this papers, and when evolved they led to 

the development of contemporary blood transfusion method. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

 

The purpose of this thesis is presentation of works of physicians who made blood 

transfusion in the nineteenth century, as a creative and an inventive process. At that time, 

medics created medical tools. It was nothing unnatural in such behaviour. Usability and 

applicability of a created tool demonstrated the value. Medical tools were made in small 
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manufactures on request. Then, tools were presented at scientific assemblies and 

popularisation efforts were made. Drawings and outlines were presented in medical articles 

and in atlases presenting the surgical methods and the respectively required tools [Bierkowski 

1827]. 

Pioneers in treatment methods very often used medical tools designed for other things, 

or simple tools used in i.e. kitchen. Contemporary physicians, treatment specialists and 

paramedics in particular, make the same at our times. They very often create provisional 

solutions in case on urgent need, that are ingenious and innovative, as a result.  

Concerns of moral limitations for a therapeutic experiment (blood transfusions were 

undoubtedly such ones) or legal limitations for using a medical equipment in breach to its 

accreditation and design are not included in this elaboration. In the nineteenth century, 

similarly to our times, a physician announcing own achievements and new treatment methods 

had to challenge the discussion, critics and the assessment was made by fellow physicians and 

scientific physician assemblies.  

 

 

2.  CREATIVITY 

 

Creativity is a word that occurs very often in elaborations in many disciplines of 

science. It pertains to artists, scientists, but it can be very often found in the scope of 

advancement in the medical sciences. Such word originates from a Latin creator- father word, 

that subsequently evolved into a creator, creatus – creative.  

The “creative” word is used for naming the origin of new and original solutions, 

innovative products or solutions and pieces of art that have not been found yet.  

There are discrepancies between the understanding of definition and meaning of the 

“creativity” word, particularly in the research field (psychology, psychiatry, philosophy, 

sociology, ethics). Innovations, creativity and novelty are commonly used as synonyms, but 

such words have various meanings. In the scope of novelty and innovation, the semantic 

impact is made on a thing that is new. We search for values recognized as changes introduced 

in the life of human being, creator. Whereas, the act of invention is important in the creative 

process that is simultaneously a valuable one, because it determines its reception and a change 

leading to the cascade of further events - i.e. following creative inspirations.  

Here we can ask for a difference between the creativity and creation, when such a 

difference exists at all. Researchers for such subject conclude that it is a type of 

terminological agreement [Nęcka, Sowa, p. 165].  

Not every innovation and new method leads to the development in the medicine. Many 

promising methods turned to be useless or were quickly replaced with other ones. Thus, the 

criterion for creative and innovative process is time and its long-term applicability. We can 

recall many inventions from the field of transfusiology that were abandoned or even 

forgotten. All inventors for transfusiology apparatus from the nineteenth century were 

inspiring for another ones. On the grounds of theirs works, thanks to the experimental 

activities with participation of human beings, the contemporary blood transfusion method was 

developed. Here, we should also recall the motivation of pioneers in transfusiology. This 

science was developed by surgeons and obstetricians, resulting from the character of 

performed work. Dramatic haemorrhages leading to death incidents most often occurred in 

such disciplines. The personality of people selecting medical treatment specialisations was of 
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great importance. Such people prized the activity, were technically and manually skilled, what 

resulted in the invention of devices and new treatment methods. 

 

  

3.  BASIC INFORMATION ABOUT THE DEVELOPMENT OF TRANSFUSIOLOGY 

     IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY 

 

We can perceive the seventeenth century as the origins for administering various 

substances to the circulatory system of a human being. When the circulatory mechanism was 

discovered and described by William Harvey (1578-1657), pouring various substances to the 

circulatory system of a human being commenced (milk, wine, beer, water, animal and human 

blood etc.) [Jakson, p. 198, p. 572].   

The results for such works were most often undesirable or even tragic for patients, thus 

the method of intravenous administration remained in the experimental sphere for a long time. 

Works on the transfusion and infusion returned in the nineteenth century [Paliga pp. 16-22].  

It should be clearly said, that the existence of blood groups was not suspected in the 

nineteenth century, human and animal blood was transfused, because the majority of 

researchers attempted to the species-specific types of blood in the identical way. The indirect 

transfusion method was used (a blood was collected to a vessel and then it was pumped into a 

recipient’s circulatory system with means of various devices), as well as direct one (venous 

and arterial vessels of a donor and a recipient were connected with means of tubes).  

World scientists in the nineteenth century presented the ambivalent opinions on the 

transfusiology as a therapeutic method, what originated from hardly explained complications 

and sudden deaths during a blood transfusion.  

Transfusion method was most often made by surgeons and obstetricians, following the 

existence of haemorrhages among such patients and surgical skills. 

In the nineteenth century, administering any substance intravenously was a complicated 

surgical treatment requiring many tools and the assistance of other people. Venesections were 

made - surgical exposure of arteries and veins for a donor and a recipient, both. Percutaneous 

puncture of vessels was not propagated, as a result of lacking respective sizes of needles and 

tools. The earliest description of punctured blood vessel with means of a small incision or a 

skin with means of a trocar was published by Marcinkowski in his work [Marcinkowski 1836, 

Wrzosek, p. 261].  

In the twenties of the nineteenth century, medical tools applicable for admitting 

anything to a human being’s circulatory system were lacking. Bent elements in medical tools 

were created with means of a twisted wire: “this pipe is made similarly to an elastic stem for 

pipes, thus it has an internal wall twisted from a wire coil” [ Bierkowski 1829, p.160]. A basic 

tool - syringe - did not exist. The prototype of a syringe with great dimensions acted on the 

basis of a twisted threaded piston.
1
  

First trials for blood transfusion were based on direct method. Blood vessels of a donor 

(aorta) and a recipient (vein) were connected with means of glass or metal tubes. A donor’s 

blood pressure drove the blood flow, and short flow distance, as well as additional heating 

with hot water prevented coagulation. In the nineteenth century, blood coagulation 

mechanisms and discrepancies in serotypes were not known.  

                                                 
1
 Primitive form of a syringe, similar to device used in the seventeenth century by i.e. Elsholtz, in 1667. 
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4.  FIRST TRANSFUSION METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR BLOOD  

     TRANSFUSION 
 

a) Direct blood transfusion method 
 

In the beginning of the nineteenth century, first dissertations on the intravenous 

administration of fluids originated in Europe. In Berlin, 1815, Karl Ferdinand von Graefe, 

later Professor of Surgery, wrote first such thesis (1787-1840) [De Santi et Dziewoński, p. 

939]. In Edinburgh, 1816, dissertation on blood transfusion was published [Schmidt, 

Leacock].  

Tools for such new treatment were created altogether with doctoral theses. First 

apparatus for direct transfusion in the Europe was invented by the recalled Karl von Graefe.  

 

 
 

 

Pic. 1. Graefe’s apparatus for direct blood transfusion comprised of the system of tubes 

placed in donor’s and recipient’s blood vessels and a vessel filled with hot water  

preventing blood coagulation [L. Belina-Swiontkowski, p. 103]. 

 

 
 

Pic. 2.  The picture from the Bierkowski’s article, presenting the construction of an authorial 

transfusion apparatus, as well as tools required for making blood transfusion  

[Bierkowski 1929]. 
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Here we should recall that Ludwik Bierkowski, Professor of Surgery at the Jagiellonian 

University, student of Karl von Graefe, was first Pole who made blood transfusion with direct 

method. He was called to a student who was bleeding to death and had anaemia after an injury 

in a duel of honour. He connected the arteries of donor and recipient with means of a glass 

tube, made the transfusion and saved his life [Bierkowski 1829, p. 153]. Later on, L. 

Bierkowski conducted the experiments on animals and constructed an transfusion apparatus 

comprising of the system of tubes for direct blood transfusion from a donor’s artery and a 

casing used for pouring in and out hot water. 

 

b)  Indirect blood transfusion method 

 

James Blundell was another physician, whose transfusion apparatus was used in the 

world. This English obstetrician propagated blood transfusion, invented several transfusion 

apparatus and made authorial experiments on blood transfusion. Primacy of his achievements 

and its justified grounds are currently hard in assessment [Paliga, p. 27-32].  

Whereas, the motives supporting his works on blood transfusion should be analysed. In 

his introduction to thesis, 1818, he wrote about a deceased woman bleed to death after a 

delivery, who was the impulse for researches [Blundell]. He began researches with 

experiments on animals.  He created at least two apparatus for indirect transfusion [Dzik, p. 

368]. Its construction was a prototype for other, more and more perfect transfusion devices 

invented in the nineteenth century. 

Subsequent development of transfusiology, from the half of the nineteenth century, 

resulted from technical and civilisation advancement, refuted bloodletting scientific dogma as 

a therapeutic activity. An enormous technological advancement led to the invention of new 

medical tools enabling perfected techniques. Syringes with a glass and rubber element were 

invented, that revolutionised the medicine and generated its progress. Precise needles with 

small dimensions were also produced, what was the chance for less invasive therapeutic 

advancement. 

 

 

5.  CONCLUSION 

 

Development in the medicine depended from many factors.  One most important factor 

tends to be the creativity of physicians who created new therapeutic methods. Creativity in the 

medicine is a kind of idea oriented on usability. Following the evolution of blood transfusion 

apparatus in the nineteenth century we can assume, that the creativity of physicians means 

theirs skill of solving problems in a creative manner, oriented directly on inventions 

applicable for live saving purposes.  
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